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Chapter 7

Optical time-resolved study of the

Landé g factor in n-doped GaAs

materials

Abstract

We present time- and energy-resolved measurements of the electron

g factor in GaAs materials with Si donors at concentrations at and

below the metal-insulator transition (n ≈ 1013 to 2 × 1016 cm−3).

Results were obtained with optical Kerr readout. We studied the

dependence on doping concentration, density of photo-carriers, pho-

ton energies and magnetic field. While the widely reported g factor

values for these conditions predict g = −0.44, we systematically find

values in the range −0.49 to −0.44 for delocalized electrons at low

energies in samples where donor sites form a band. With a wavelet

analysis a drift of g factor values during transient spin precession

signals is revealed. The spin dynamics in this regime provides a

test for fundamental understanding of semiconductors, and complete

characterization is a prerequisite for optical studies of GaAs-based

spintronic devices.
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86 7. Optical time-resolved study of the Landé g factor in n-doped GaAs

7.1 Introduction

The Landé g factor for an electronic state in a semiconductor is highly sensitive

to the associated band structure. Detailed studies of g factor values therefore

provide an interesting test for our fundamental understanding and theoretical

modeling of these materials [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Semiconductor materials are also cen-

tral in research that aims to develop spintronic functionalities. Here, knowing

g factor values is essential, and it is of interest to understand how material pa-

rameters influence the g factor values. A distribution of g factor values within a

precessing electron spin ensemble can dominate the inhomogeneous loss of spin

coherence, and it is interesting to understand how external control on a device

can manipulate the g factor [6].

For direct band-gap semiconductors, optical time-resolved Kerr-rotation (TRKR,

as used in this work) and Faraday-rotation measurements have been established

as standard techniques for the characterization of electron spin dynamics [7]. By

tuning the experimental parameters such as photon energy, external magnetic

field, and intensity of the optical pump beam one can study the response in

different materials, including complex layered structures [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13].

This points to another situation that requires reliable knowledge about g fac-

tors: When the TRKR technique is applied to studies of spin dynamics in

GaAs/AlGaAs and GaAs/InGaAs heterostructures, TRKR signals can be a su-

perposition of signal contributions from different layers, which can be unraveled

using differences in g factor [14, 11, 12]. Such studies also require knowledge

about the instantaneous g factor value during intraband kinetic energy relax-

ation of photo-electrons.

We report here a time- and energy-resolved study of the electron g factor in

GaAs materials with Si donor concentrations n at and below the metal-insulator

transition (MIT), using samples with n ≈ 1013 to 2 × 1016 cm−3. GaAs materi-

als with this MIT level of doping (n ≈ 2 × 1016 cm−3) were extensively studied

in recent years, since the spin dephasing time as a function of n peaks here at

an exponentially enhanced value [15, 16, 17]. Despite this large body of earlier

work, we found in our studies on this material g factor values that strongly de-

viate (−0.49 < g < −0.44) from what is commonly reported (g ' −0.44) for

MIT materials, or even any GaAs material. We carried out TRKR studies at

very low optical intensities and with low photon energies and find that g factors

g < −0.44 originate from delocalized electrons in the donor band. We support

this conclusion by studying in parallel ultrapure GaAs samples without a donor
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band, but which still have a very low level of intentional doping with Si donors.

This allowed us to confirm that the g factors g < −0.44 do not occur for localized

donor-bound electrons (D0 systems, which have g ≈ −0.42) or for free electrons

in the intrinsic conduction band. Thus, our work includes TRKR studies that

directly probe the spin dynamics of such D0 systems. Previously used techniques

were not sensitive to D0 spins [16], or could not distinguish between the contri-

bution from conduction electrons and these donor-bound electrons [18, 5, 19, 20].

The most widely reported value for the GaAs g factor is g = −0.44. In

addition, it is well described that g > −0.44 can occur due to a diamagnetic shift

of the electronic levels, band filling, and quantum confinement in a GaAs layer.

This behavior can be approximated as

g = g0 + γE, (7.1)

where E is the electron kinetic energy E (with respect to the bottom of the

conduction band). The accepted values for bulk GaAs are [1, 21, 22] g0 ≈ −0.44

and γ ≈ 6.3 eV−1. There were, nevertheless, a few reports that mentioned

g factors g < −0.44 without making a systematic study of this deviation [23].

Only recently, Hübner et al. [5] reported for the first time a systematic study with

g factors in the range −0.49 to −0.44 for low-energy electrons in a GaAs sample

with 1.2 × 1015 cm−3 Si doping. These authors suspected these values could

be only observed with their low-invasive measurement technique (spin-quantum-

beat spectroscopy of photoluminescence signals). We extend this study here by

applying TRKR as a fully time- and energy-resolved measurement technique, and

by including a wider range of doping concentrations. Our work demonstrates that

the g factors in the range −0.49 to −0.44 can also be observed and studied with

TRKR. However, while the authors of Ref. [5] conclude that the g factors g <

−0.44 occur for low-energy electrons in the intrinsic conduction band (rather than

delocalized electrons at donor levels), our work points to the opposite conclusion.

We strengthen our analysis by applying a wavelet transform for directly an-

alyzing the role of drifting g factor values during transient TRKR signals. This

allows for getting fully time-resolved measurements of the g factor for optically

induced spin coherence. The results are consistent with the picture that g factors

get closer to zero with increasing kinetic energy for electron populations in bands.
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7.2 Results

For our experiments we used three GaAs samples with Si doping at different

concentrations: sample A and B have donor concentrations 3 × 1013 cm−3 and

1 × 1014 cm−3, respectively (the same materials as in Refs. [24, 25], without

epitaxial lift-off). At these low concentrations the donor electrons are localized

around the Si sites and neighboring electrons do not interact. Sample C is the

MIT sample with n ≈ 2 × 1016 cm−3 (the same wafer material as in Ref. [26]),

in which the donor states form a band. All experiments were performed at a

temperature of 4.2 K in an optical cryostat with a superconducting magnet for

supplying fields up to 7 T. The applied fields at the sample location were known

with a precision better than 1 part in 103. For the TRKR measurements we used

the Voigt geometry (light propagation perpendicular to the sample plane, while

the external magnetic field is in plane of the sample).

A tunable Ti:sapphire laser with ∼150 fs pulses at 80 MHz repetition rate

provided the pump and probe beams for the TRKR technique. The beams were

focused into fully overlapping spots on the sample with a diameter of 120 µm.

The spectrum of pulses was narrowed down to ∆λ = 1.2 nm by tunable Fabry-

Pérot filters. This allowed us to have better energy selectivity while keeping the

time resolution in the experiment below 1 ps. Both pump and probe were filtered

separately, which gave the possibility to perform single- (pump and probe beam

at the same wavelength) and two-color (pump and probe beam at different wave-

lengths) TRKR experiments with a single laser source. The polarization of the

pump pulses was modulated between σ+ and σ− with a photoelastic modulator

at 50 kHz. This ensures that dynamical nuclear polarization effects are negligible

in our experiments. While varying the time delay t between pump and probe

pulses the rotation of the reflected probe pulse was recorded. A typical TRKR

trace is presented in Fig. 7.1(a).

Figure 7.1(b) presents photoluminescence (PL) data from samples A, B and

C. The relative peak strength of the donor-bound exciton emission (labeled D0X)

gets more pronounced with increasing doping concentration, while the contribu-

tion from free excitons (X) gets weaker. Mapping out these PL spectra for all

magnetic fields is important for proper selection of the pump and probe photon

energies in our TRKR experiments (but for sample C we will also use the spectral

dependence of the TRKR signals themselves, as discussed later). Unless stated

otherwise, our TRKR studies focused on resonant probing of electrons in the

energetically lowest states that appeared in the PL spectra. In sample A and B
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Figure 7.1: (a) Typical example of a TRKR signal from D0 spins in sample A (single-

color TRKR with λ = 818.5 nm and 1 mW pump power). (b) Photoluminescence

results from samples A, B and C for B = 0 T (gray) and B = 7 T (black) (the

narrowest spectral features correspond to the resolution of the spectrometer). (c) Spin

dephasing time (T ∗2 ) and g factors as a function of the pump beam power. The pump

and probe wavelengths used in this study were tuned at the donor photoluminescence

peak for all three samples.

this concerns the optical transition between the localized D0 system and the lo-

calized donor-bound exciton complex (D0X system). However, for sample C the

PL peak can not simply be attributed to donor levels. At donor concentrations

n ≈ 1015 cm−3 the wave functions of neighboring donor electrons already overlap

for a significant portion of the donors. With increasing n this further develops

into a donor band that touches the intrinsic GaAs conduction band. This means

that the low-energy PL emission comes from the recombination of delocalized
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excitons.

A consequence of the above is that the spin dephasing times T ∗2 and g factors

(as derived from TRKR traces) differ qualitatively for samples with doping below

(A and B) and above (C) the donor-band formation point in their dependence on

experimental parameters. Figure 7.1(c) shows clearly different behavior for the

dependence of T ∗2 and g on the optical pump power for n-doping above and below

of 1015 cm−3. Notably, for sample A and B at low pump powers these TRKR

results reflect spin precession of D0 electrons (here preparation and detection

occurs via a stimulated Raman process, and the carriers in the D0X complex do

not contribute to the signal [25]). These show a constant g factor of g = 0.423

(at B = 7 T) up to pumping with 7 mW. For stronger pumping sample A and

B show very short-lived TRKR signals that also start to reflect spin precession

of delocalized electrons (with g ≈ −0.44), since the excitation of free excitons is

no longer negligible. A detailed discussion of this data from sample A and B is

presented in Ref. [27].

Sample C, on the other hand, shows a g factor that sharply increases from

g = −0.45 (at B = 7 T). For such a MIT sample it is difficult to draw a clear

line between the donor band and the conduction band. Band filling effects are

here responsible for the continuous dependence of the g factor on pump power.

At low pump power the measured g factor represents the value that corresponds

to the electronic levels that are in resonance with the probe photon energy. At

higher pump powers, the dependence of g on pump power is due to the rise of

the quasi-Fermi level for photo-electrons, and it thereby reflects the dependence

of the g factor on energy (Eq. (7.1), the energies of the states that dominate the

TRKR response increase due to the band filling [22]). The increase of T ∗2 with

pump power for sample C is consistent with the theory for spin dephasing in the

metal-insulator transition phase [16].

We further explored the sharp decrease in g to values below g = −0.44,

as observed with sample C while going to very low pump powers [Fig. 7.1(c)].

Our further studies concentrate on behavior in a weaker magnetic field of B =

1 T. Here, the g factors have less of a diamagnetic shift towards zero, while the

precession frequency is still high enough for precise measurements of g. Since

it is for sample C difficult to distinguish between conduction- and donor-band

electrons, we first made a detailed TRKR study at low pump powers, with the

pump photon energy above the band gap and for different probe photon energies

(Fig. 7.2). With the narrow spectral width of the probe beam (∆λ ≈ 1.2 nm)

we thus get TRKR traces for which the response is dominated by electrons from
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Figure 7.2: TRKR signals from Sample C, showing the dependence on probe photon

energy (labeled as wavelengths). For all traces pumping occurred with 810 nm light at

1 mW. Probing with light around 818 nm shows TRKR traces with non-monotonous

behavior of the envelop function, and this marks the transition from donor-band to

conduction-band dominated response.

either the donor-band states or the conduction-band states. For B = 1 T the

expected energy for the intrinsic band gap corresponds to ∼818 nm probe light

[28]. We observe indeed a clear transition around 817.5 nm in the series of TRKR

traces in Fig. 7.2, as summarized in these points:

(1) There is a sign flip for the Kerr rotation (consistent with a sign flip for the

spin-selective dispersion [29]), associated with a switch from blue-detuned to red-

detuned probing of a resonance.

(2) In particular the trace for 818 nm shows that the TRKR can be sensitive

to conduction and donor electrons at the same time, possibly also influenced by

relaxation dynamics between these two populations. This signal shows a node in

its envelope around 1.8 ns delay, and an overall reduction in amplitude. Similar

effects were observed in recent transmission experiments [30, 31].

(3) Traces with probe photon energies higher than the band gap have a signal
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Figure 7.3: Values of the g factor from TRKR signals from sample C. (a) Dependence

on pump beam intensity. Here g factors are determined from a Fourier transform of

TRKR data. Pump and probe were at 819 nm and B = 1 T. (b) Dependence of g factor

values (gray scale) on pump beam intensity and pump-probe delay. Here g factors are

derived with a wavelet analysis (see main text). The dashed line indicates the spin

dephasing time T ∗2 for the TRKR trace at a particular pump power.

envelope that shows a slow growth during the first few hundred picoseconds due

to carrier cooling (intraband relaxation) [30].

(4) Traces with probe photon energies smaller than the band gap show longer

T ∗2 values. This is most clearly observed as a residual spin precession signal at

negative delays (spin memory effect [15]) that occurs when T ∗2 ' Trep = 12.5 ns

(the repetition time for the laser).

We conclude from the study in Fig. 7.2 that for B = 1 T probing with wave-

lengths λp = 819 nm gives at low pump powers TRKR signals that predominantly

represent spin precession of electrons in the donor band. Figure 7.3(a) presents

for these conditions and λp = 819 nm the g factor values as a function of pump

power. Here g factors decrease to well below −0.48 for the lowest pump pow-

ers that we could use. These g factors were derived from the peak in Fourier

transforms of TRKR traces, that show a single narrow peak for the lowest pump

powers. However, the data in Fig. 7.2 shows that several of the TRKR traces are

clearly sensitive to the interplay between different electron levels and relaxation.

This could also manifest itself as drifting g factors during the TRKR traces. We

therefore also carried out a wavelet analysis on the data that underlies Fig. 7.3(a),

which can make any relaxation process that influences the observed g factor di-

rectly visible.
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The continuous wavelet transform allows to extract instantaneous oscillation

frequencies in a signal [32, 33]. Guided by these references, we choose the Morlet

wavelet for our analysis to obtain the frequency f that is most strongly present

in the TRKR signal around delay t′, and then convert to a g factor with g =

hf/µBB. The wavelet transform of a TRKR signal Θk(t) is

WΘ(f, t′) =

∫ ∞
0

Θk(t) ·M(t′) · dt, (7.2)

where M(t′)

M(t′) =
1√
π∆t2

· e−2πift · e−
(t−t′)2

∆t2 (7.3)

is the Morlet wavelet. The parameter ∆t controls here the trade-off between

resolution in time and frequency. We analyzed that ∆t = 250 ps is a suitable

value for our analysis. For this particular wavelet the analysis is equivalent to

a sliding-window Fourier transform. Figure 7.3(b) present results of applying

this procedure to the data that underlies Fig. 7.3(a). The gray scale represents

the extracted g factor as a function of pump power and delay t. The spin de-

phasing time for each pump power is indicated on the plot with a dashed line

(estimate based on fitting TRKR oscillations with a mono-exponentially decaying

envelope). The plot confirms that intraband relaxation processes influence the

instantaneous g factor values.

For the very lowest pump powers in Fig. 7.3(b), the g factor is nearly constant

at g ≈ −0.48, while the spin dephasing time grows to a value above 3 ns (unlike

the data in Fig. 7.1(c) where the high-field causes rapid precessional dephasing

due to a small spread in g-factors). This suggests that the values g / −0.48 are

for electrons in the donor band in the limit of zero pump intensity and low field.

For the results with pump powers between ∼1 mW and ∼6 mW there is a small

increase in the g factor values during the first 3 ns. For example, the trace for

3 mW shows an increase from g ≈ −0.455 to g ≈ −0.445. This behavior is at

this stage not fully understood. At the highest pump powers the drift in g factor

values is clearly pointed towards more negative values. Here the density of photo-

electrons is much higher than the electron density due to doping, such that the

Kerr signal decays over a timescale that is close to the electron-hole recombination

time. During this process the quasi-Fermi level goes down, and along with this

the g factor (as for Eq. 7.1). Initially, the donor band is here completely occupied.

Therefore, most of the Kerr rotation signal is then coming from conduction band

electrons. The values g ' −0.44 corresponds to the conduction band electrons

(which is consistent with most of the earlier observations [1, 26]).
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Figure 7.4: Values of the g factor from TRKR signals from sample C, as a function

of pump beam intensity at different values for magnetic field. For this data set the

probe-wavelength was not adjusted for the diamagnetic shift of the band gap energy.

The presented measurements on sample C thus indicate that the values−0.49 <

g < −0.44 originate from electrons in the donor band. We used TRKR studies

on sample A and B for a test of this hypothesis. In particular, these sample are

ultra pure with a low level of n-doping. This gives an ensemble of D0 systems

that can be addressed with TRKR while not addressing electrons in the intrinsic

conduction band at the same time [25]. With these samples we can thus test

whether g ≈ −0.48 can also be observed on localized D0 systems, or free excitons

in a very pure material. Our studies to this end only showed g ≈ −0.423 for the

D0 systems (see Fig. 7.1(c)), while low pump-power studies near resonance with

the free exciton transition only showed g ≈ −0.44. Thus, we conclude that g fac-

tors values −0.49 < g < −0.44 only occur for delocalized electrons in donor-band

states.

Our data does illustrate why the g factor and T ∗2 values that were reported

by the field till now showed such large variation, while g factors g < −0.44 were

almost never reported. Different measurement techniques reported values that
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differed more than the reported measurements error [1, 2, 30, 34, 35, 5]. The

discrepancy is often hidden in the techniques themselves, meaning that differ-

ent levels of background doping in samples, photo-excitation power and excita-

tion/detection photon energies result in different results. The measured g factor

value is a function of the experimental parameters, and this restricts the relevance

of the reported value.

The data in Fig. 7.3(a) represent a clear example. It shows that the g-factor

value as a function of optical pumping intensity seems to saturate at a value of

about g = −0.445 when going to lower pump powers. Only pumping with very

low powers (below 1 mW) reveals the sudden trend towards g = −0.49, and is

thus easily overlooked. Another example is the dependence on probe wavelength

in Fig. 7.2, which can in a similar manner hamper a study as a function of

magnetic field. This is the case for the data set that we present in Fig. 7.4.

This plot present g factors from TRKR traces recorded at different values of the

external magnetic field and pump power (single-color TRKR experiments). Here

the probe wavelength was not adjusted for the small diamagnetic shift of the

band gap. This yields a non-monotonous dependence of g factors on B, which is

hard to interpret without further studies.

7.3 Conclusions

In conclusion, we applied the TRKR technique to n-doped GaAs materials with

different doping concentrations. We reproduced the recently reported unconven-

tional g factor values [5] (−0.49 < g < −0.44). Our studies indicate that these

g-factor values originate from delocalized electrons in donor-band states, while

localized donor electrons exhibit g ≈ −0.42. Furthermore, our study yields the

value g ≈ −0.44 for electrons at the bottom of the intrinsic conduction band of

GaAs.

We obtained these results by applying the conventional TRKR technique with

optimized time- and energy resolution. For our results it was crucial to have the

ability to work at weak optical power levels, which we obtained after technical

improvements to our detection scheme. We thus showed that the TRKR tech-

nique can be applied with about 2 meV energy resolution and at very low optical

intensities, such that it is suited for separately studying the spin dynamics of

donor electrons and conduction band electrons in samples with very low doping

levels. We also extended the standard time-resolved Kerr rotation investigations

with a wavelet analysis and this gives access to time-resolved information about
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g factor values. The technique can be further extended with the recently reported

method for determining the sign of a g factor from TRKR measurements [36].

TRKR is therefore highly suited for the characterization of the response from

substrates or host materials with fully controlled experimental conditions, before

analyzing the data from more complex structures [10, 11, 12]. Still, the method

should be applied with care since even in a single GaAs layer inter- and intraband

relaxation processes can lead to non-trivial TRKR traces (Ref. [30], and Fig. 7.2).
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